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CHAPTER 1: STRUCTURE OF THE ORGANIZATION
Article 1: The Competition Commission
The Competition Commission is made up of several people nominated by the UIKT
and the Organizing Committee of the competition and has the task of supervising the
work of the Competition.

Article 2: The Jury of Appeals
The Jury of Appeals is appointed by the Competition Commission. It is made up of
three to a maximum of five components. It elects a President and a Vice President
from among its members. To be appointed to the Commission, you must have at least
one of the following qualifications:
• 1st category Competition Official;
• Competing Master of Specialty.
The Jury of Appeals, under the direction of the Competition Commission, receives and
decides the appeals presented by the Associations that contest the decisions taken
by the Match Judges, deemed to be in conflict with the provisions of the Federal Rules
and Regulations. The scope of the Jury's decision is limited to the subject of the
appeal.
The technical judgment of the Competition Officials cannot be appealed. It is also not
possible to propose an appeal in the absence of interest, in particular, it is not possible
to contest a violation that affects other associations.
Appeals are decided immediately. The Jury can make use of any means of proof,
including audio and video recordings, and has the power to hear or request
statements from each member informed of the facts. The proposition of an appeal,
however, cannot lead to delays or suspensions in the conduct of competitions.
The Jury decides on the appeal by a majority. In the event of a tie, the vote of the
President prevails. The member who is, for any reason, a member of the applicant
Association, or of another Association against the interested party, has the duty to
abstain.
The decision of the Judges, object of appeal, can be confirmed or corrected by the
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Jury of Appeal, again only in the case of violation of Federal rules and Regulations.
The decision of the Jury is final, and must be immediately communicated, also
verbally, to the interested parties present at the competition. In the event of
acceptance of the appeal, the Jury, having heard the opinion of the Competition
Commission, may take measures against the Competition Officials who are held
responsible for the violations which are the subject of the appeal.
The appeal must be formulated in writing, under penalty of inadmissibility, and must
be signed by the President or the technician of the applicant Association.
Each appeal can have as its subject only one complaint.
It must be presented, again under penalty of inadmissibility, within 30 minutes
following the conclusion of the specific Competition or category to which it refers.
The appeal must be presented, albeit under penalty of inadmissibility, together with
the payment of € 100.00 (one hundred euros), which will be returned in case of
acceptance. The deposit will not be returned if the appeal proves manifestly
unfounded.

Article 3: Chief Referee.
The Chief Referee has the task of:
• draw up the minutes and all official documents and send them to the
competent Body, at the end of the competition, together with any complaints,
related taxes and decisions taken;
• coordinate the work of all Competition Officials (Competition secretariat,
Competition Officials, doctors, speakers, etc.);
• supervise the regular application of the competition regulations by the
Competition Officials.

Article 4: The Head Judge.
The Head Judge is appointed by the UIKT Secretariat.
The Head Judge is responsible for:
• organize their own jury according to their preparation and experience;
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• propose to the Chief Referee the measure to be taken against the Competition
Official who do not carry out their duties or in the event that they commit
serious errors;
• apply the deductions of its competence as provided for by the following
regulation.

Article 5: Competition officials
For details, see the FiWuK Official Competition Regulations approved by Coni on 24
November 2016.
The Competition officials must carry out their work with seriousness, conscience,
impartiality and accuracy under the guidance of the Chief Referee.
The Competition officials have the task of:
• devote himself fully when a task is assigned to them by the Head Judge;
• independently judge, in accordance with the rules, to make detailed
annotations;
• according to the group they belong to, each judge is responsible for the quality
of the movements and other errors and the entire performance.

Article 6: Other members of the Jury
The person responsible for taking the minutes has the task of:
• be responsible for the entire work done at the record table, examine the
registration forms and prepare correspondence for the judges and Head Judge
in accordance with the federal standard;
• prepare forms and tables necessary for competitions and examine and verify
the results and classics;
• prepare the results of the Competition.
The recorder will be responsible for the entire recording of which, at the end of the
Competition, he will report to the Head Judge. He must notify the Head Judge of any
changes.
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The assistant referees and recorders are accountable for their work assigned by their
manager.
The staff will have to update the registrations in accordance with the order of
competition; examine the weapons and costumes of the competitors; guiding
competitors into the competition area; and overwrite the Head Judge registration
form.
The announcers:
• introduce the competition to the public;
• announce the result;
• they provide, when necessary, information about the rules, the characteristics
of each form of wushu.

Article 7: Control of athletes
The control of the athletes' registrations, including that of personal and medicalhealth documents, is carried out by the Secretariat. The Chief Referee and the Head
Judge can participate in this procedure with control and consultative functions.

Article 8: Start-list
The order of presentation of the various categories on the competition mat is
determined at the beginning of the competition by the Chief Referee, having heard
the opinion of the Competition Commission. Within the individual categories, the
order of presentation of the individual athletes on the competition mat is established
by the Head Judge using the draw method. If the competition required a qualifying
phase, the entry list will be determined by the qualification score obtained in
ascending order.

Article 9: Registration and presentation.
The presentation of the athlete on the competition mat is divided into three times:
1.

The first call starts automatically thirty minutes before the scheduled
competition time for the category to which you belong. With the call, which
may not be communicated by the announcer, the athletes must present
themselves in the Athlete Control Area with the complete uniform worn and
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the weapons of the category. In this phase, the identity, clothing and
weapons of the athlete are verified.
2.

The second call takes place twenty minutes before the event;

3.

The third call is made 10 minutes before the event. Athletes must line up,
with the necessary equipment, to enter the square.

Not answering the first call entails a penalty of 0.20 points which will be applied to
the final average by the Head Judge.
Not answering the second call entails a penalty of 0.50 points which will be applied to
the final average by the Head Judge.
Not answering the third call will result in disqualification from the match.

Article 10: Protocol
The standard greeting for Forms competitions is “Bìngbù Bàoquán” (“Feet together
and Palm-Fist”).
The salute with the short weapon must be carried out with the weapon held with the
left limb, making the left hand and right palm meet in front of the chest at a distance
of 20-30 cm from it.
The salute with the long gun must be carried out with the weapon held with the right
hand at one third of the gun, making the right hand and left palm meet in front of the
chest at a distance of 20-30 cm from the same.
Other greetings may be adopted by individual athletes as long as they are
characteristic of the style they belong to and suitable for the competition protocol.
The athlete, both at the entrance and at the exit, will have to salute from the entry
point on the competition mat by addressing the Head Judge, as foreseen in the two
previous paragraphs. Further greetings are allowed but not mandatory.
Before the start of his performance, the athlete must present his form declaring his
name and style of belonging.
The omission of the salute provided for in the previous paragraphs is sanctioned by
the Head Judge with a penalty of 0.50 on the final average.
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Article 11: Clothing
The clothing of the Competition officials with voting duties, or of Head Judge and
Head Judge, must be composed as follows: blue jacket, white shirt (blue shirt for the
Head Judge and Head Judge), dark gray trousers, gymnastic shoes dark color, official
organization tie, organization badges and logos as requested in the call. When this is
foreseen and allowed by the Competition Commission, it is possible to wear different
clothing as long as it is uniform and which allows a certain recognition of the figure of
the Competition Officials.
The secretary, the announcer and the cameraman may wear different clothing as long
as it is uniform and that allows for certain recognition as a member of the competition
staff.
Athletes, unless otherwise indicated by the regulation, must wear: uniform of the
school they belong to or a sober and clean uniform of clear Chinese style. The uniform
must be clean, ironed, tidy and free from damage or cuts. The belt, when present, is
an integral part of the uniform. The shoes are an integral part of the uniform and must
be suitable for the competition mat.
In the case of an unsuitable uniform, the Head Judge must apply a penalty of 0.30 on
the final average.
Only symbols or logos that recall one's own school or association are allowed on the
uniform.
Are not allowed on the uniform, forms of advertising or generic writing.
In the latter two cases, the Head Judge must ask the athlete to change the uniform
itself. If he is unable or unwilling to comply with this warning, the Head Judge must
proceed with the exclusion of the athlete from the competition.

Article 12: The competition mat
The competition mat, unless otherwise indicated, is made up of a mat measuring 14
x 8 meters.

Article 13: Calculation of the execution time of the Forms
In events where time is foreseen, the timekeeper starts the stopwatch when the
athlete, from a static position, begins to move any part of the body; stops the
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stopwatch when the athlete closes the legs to a standing position with feet together
(Bingbu).

Article 14: Score
The athlete's result must be shown to the public with the means available to the jury.

Article 15: Anti-doping Test
The anti-doping test will be conducted in accordance with the rules of the Olympic
Charter and the IOC / IOC.

Article 16: Placements
In individual competitions, the final classification of the category is drawn up on the
basis of the scores obtained by the individual athletes in the competition. The athlete
with the highest score will be the winner, the second highest score will be second and
so on.

Article 17: Scoring method
The athlete's score is given by the algebraic average of the scores given by all voting
Officials.
Each jury has 3 or 5 Line Competition Officials.

Article 18: Hypothesis in which the repetition of a Form may
be requested from the Head Judge
The athlete may request the Head Judge to repeat the form in the following cases:
•

When his performance is interrupted by forgetfulness, damage to the
weapon that prevents its continuation or modifies its content, or personal
injury. If the Head Judge deems it appropriate to repeat the form, the
athlete is inserted at the end of the category in the competition. The Head
Judge will have to apply the penalty of 1 point to be applied to the final
average of the marks of the Line Competition Officers.

•

When the Head Judge considers that the Form has been interrupted by
circumstances beyond the will of the athlete himself. In this case there is no
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penalty. In this case, the Head Judge inserts the athlete at the end of the
category in the Competition and does not apply any penalty.

Article 19: Cases in which the Head Judge can decide the
suspension of the performance
The Head Judge may request the suspension of the athlete's performance:
•

In case of an accident. In this case, the Head Judge will have to request the
intervention of the sanitary staff and, for the rest of the Competition, he will
have to wait for the athlete to leave the mat. If the athlete is able to repeat
the Form, the Head Judge may decide to enter the athlete at the end of the
category in the competition. In this case, he will have to apply the penalty
of 1 point to be applied on the final average of the marks of the Line
Competition Officers.

Article 20: Adjustment of the score
The Head Judge can intervene on the final score when there is an obvious error of
evaluation by the Competition officials. This intervention must be reported and
motivated and the motivation must be recorded by the Secretary.
When there is a distance equal to or greater than 1.00 point between the highest and
lowest scores given by the Competition officials, the Head Judge must intervene by
modifying the score of the individual Competition Official.
The Head Judge has the right to intervene on the score given by the individual Line
Official when he has moved more than 0.50 points away from the score closest to his
own. The intervention consists in equating the wrong score with the closest one.
In both the hypotheses foreseen previously, the intervention of the Head Judge will
modify the vote of the individual Competition Official, not the final average.
The score change must be recorded.
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CHAPTER 2: RULES FOR TRADITIONAL KUNG FU FORMS
COMPETITIONS
These rules are based on the rules of The World Kuo Shu Federation.

Article 21: General rules
Levels of experience
In competition, the competitor's experience level determines in which division the
competitor must compete.
There are two experience divisions and the more advanced divisions have higher point
values.
• Beginner level: a competitor with less than 5 years of training in all styles.
• Advanced level: a competitor with more than 5 years of training in all styles.
Training years are based on total training years across all styles practiced.

Age categories
The competition category is given by the athlete's age group. The age classes for the
competitions are:
Category

Minimum Age (>=)

Maximum Age
(<)

Panda 5-7

5

7

Panda 7-9

7

9

Panda 9-11

9

11

Pre-Agonists 11-13

11

13

Cadets 13-16

13

16

Juniors 16-18

16

18
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Category

Minimum Age (>=)

Maximum Age
(<)

Seniors 18-36

18

36

Over 35

36

55

Over 55

55

60

The year of birth is valid for belonging to the categories. Age is calculated as if all
athletes were born on January 1st.
The categories Male and Female up to the cadets are merged, after they are
separated.

Rules common to all specialties
Competitors MUST be enrolled in the same age / experience level for ALL events.
Competitors MUST compete with a different form in each specialty.
All short weapon events are limited to one handed straight sword or saber. NO
EXCEPTION
All long weapon specialties are limited to the long staff and spear. NO EXCEPTION
All other types of weapons MUST be included in specialties indicated as "other
weapons".
In all weapon specialties, including sets in pairs, rigid or semi-rigid weapons must be
used (if placed vertically on the ground the blade must not flex with its weight). If,
according to the Head Judge, the weapon used does not meet the criteria of a
traditional weapon, the Head Judge will give a penalty of 0.05 points on the final
score.
The internal styles group specialties must be done by a minimum of five (5) to a
maximum of ten (10) athletes per team.
There are no refunds for ANY reason.
The tournament committee reserves the right to combine categories within the same
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specialty.

Competition specialty
The competition events are divided into the following specialties:
TUI SHOU
• Fixed foot Tui Shou
• Tui Shou

Article 22: Evaluation criteria
The following are the final scoring ranges for the adult and youth forms in the various
experience levels.

Panda 5-7, Panda 7-9, Panda 9-11, Pre-Agonists 11-13, Cadets 13-16 and
Juniors 16-18
Level

Minimum score

Maximum score

Beginner

5.50

7.50

Advanced

7.70

8.50

Seniors 18-36, Over 35 and Over 55
Level

Minimum score

Maximum score

Beginner

6.00

8.50

Advanced

8.00

9.50
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Article 23: Rules for Tui Shou Specialties
There are two types of Tui Shou competitions:
• Fixed foot Tui Shou
• Tui Shou

Fixed foot Tui Shou
The Head Judge has absolute authority.
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS:
Competitors are required to participate in the regulation meeting that will be held
before the Competition in order to be admitted to the competition.
TIME:
The match consists of two 90-second rounds which are continuous unless a penalty is
called.
EQUIPMENT:
Competitors wear T-shirts, long pants and shoes.
No jewelry (except wedding ring), watches or nails longer than 4mm are allowed.
COMPETITION AREA:
The competition field is a rectangle 120 cm wide and 300 cm long.
Competitors are limited to lifting their foot only once (shuffling step) and cannot
reverse position or change direction.
SCORE:

The commission is made up of a referee and 3 judges.
No points are awarded for specific interactions.
Judges mark scores during the match based on expert observation of significant
exchanges.
The judges rate the contestants after each round using a five-point system.
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PENALTY:
For each warning, the scorers deduct 1 point a competitor's score for each round.
Competitors will be disqualified for committing three personal or technical violations
or one serious violation.
The coach cannot speak to the athletes during the rounds.

Tui Shou
The Head Judge has absolute authority.
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS:
Competitors are required to participate in the regulation meeting that will be held
before the Competition in order to be admitted to the competition.
TIME:
The match consists of two 90-second rounds which are continuous unless a penalty is
called.
EQUIPMENT:
Competitors wear T-shirts, long pants and shoes.
No jewelry (except wedding ring), watches or nails longer than 4mm are allowed.
COMPETITION AREA
A circle with a diameter between 360cm and 450cm should delimit the actual arena
of the competition. The dividing line should be 5 centimeters thick.
RULES AND REGULATIONS
All Competitions are single elimination, if there are only 3 competitors in a division,
the Competitions are conducted in round robin.
All participants must adhere to the principles of "attack, connect, adhere, follow",
"overcome strength by yielding to it" and "emphasize technical refinement over
strength".
Therefore, to unbalance their respective opponents, competitors are allowed to use
only the orthodox techniques of Tai Ji such as "ward off, rollback, press, push", etc.
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which are congruent with the principles mentioned above.
No wrestling, punching, kicking or sweeping phases are allowed.
Each Competition consists of a minimum of 2 rounds. Each round lasts 2 minutes,
followed by a 1 minute rest after each round.
The winner of each round is decided by the highest number of points scored at the
end of each round.
A competitor who wins 2 out of 3 rounds is the winner of the Competition.
A third round will be played in case of a tie after the first two.
In the event of an inconclusive verdict after three (3) rounds, the referee must declare
a tie.
At this point, one (1) additional round will be conducted with the “golden goal” lasting
1 minute. The winner of this round will be declared the winner of the Competition.
If there are still no final verdicts after the extra round, the athlete with the fewest
fouls will be declared the winner.
If there is still no final verdict, the judges will consult and deliberate with the Referee
based on who has shown the most effective use of Tui Shou techniques between the
two contestants.
The decision of the head referee is final.
Upon entering the center of the arena, both sides must lightly grasp the opponent's
elbow with the palm of their left hand and must place their right forearms against
each other at the wrist.
Maintaining contact between the upper limbs of both opponents during each round
is a prerequisite for attacking or counterattacking.
The force release must be performed only when contact with the body of the
respective opponent is established. It is strictly forbidden to release force through the
use of fists or palms at a distance.
In the event of an injury to a competitor, an injury timeout of a maximum duration of
five minutes will be granted. If the injured party cannot continue after the injury, the
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other competitor will be declared the winner. Note that a competitor will not be
declared the winner if the injury was caused by an intentional foul.
EVALUATION CRITERIA
The commission is made up of a referee and 3 judges.
Judges mark scores during the match based on expert observation of significant
exchanges.
Points are awarded to whoever makes the respective opponent unstable and
wobbly, semi-unbalanced and / or completely unbalanced inside or outside the
circular boundary of the competition.
This opponent imbalance must be a consequence of a Tai Ji Quan technique.
The push and the "muscle" pushes will not be counted for the purpose of scoring a
competitor.
The following points will be awarded:
• 1 point: unbalanced by a Tai Ji Quan technique
• 2 points: step outside the circle.
• 2 points: out of balance with one hand / knee touching the floor within the
circle.
• 3 points: step outside the circle with unbalanced hand / knee touching the
floor.
When a foul is committed in an opponent's imbalance, no points will be awarded. The
points will be deducted from the competitor who commits the foul.
Notes on the score:
• No points are awarded for senseless techniques and the overt use of force or
the use of wrestling or grappling to push the opponent out of the competition
area.
• No points are awarded for the degeneration of the match into a wrestling or
pushing competition by either side.
• No points are awarded if a competitor pulls or drags an opponent to the ground
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as he falls.
• All competitors who do not use valid Tai Ji Quan principles can be eliminated
from the competition.
FOULS AND CONSEQUENT PENALTIES
• Surprise attacks or attacks launched without establishing prior contact with the
opponent.
• Bindings above the shoulder or below the waist are not allowed.
• The use of fingers or other similar extremities located on the upper arm to
strike, stab or stab any part of the opponent's body.
• The use of the feet to step on or hook any part of the opponent's body.
• The use of the palms of the hands to choke or push the opponent's neck or chin
region.
• Opponent's back hug, stretch under the opponent's armpit or over the side
waist for more than three seconds.
• Squeeze, grab or pull clothes.
• Shuffling or lifting the opponent's clothes to induce physical contact in a sweep
in order to provoke and annoy the opponent.
• Squeezing or grasping the opponent's feet and legs.
• After successfully employing the pluck technique, the participant must release
the grip immediately after performing the technique.
• Spitting and biting are strictly prohibited.
• No brutal use of wrestling and grappling is justified. Wrestling and grappling is
believed to have occurred when one arm or both arms are extended from the
body making the contestant unable to be hugged.
• Whenever a contestant's arm is placed under the opponent's armpit for more
than three (3) seconds and is rendered unable to perform a valid Tai Ji Quan
technique, a warning is issued to the contestant.
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• At the start of the competition, the competitor is allowed to establish palm /
wrist contact only with the region extending from the elbow to the fingertips
of the opponent's forearm in order to ensure strict adherence to the principles
of "sticking , connecting, adhering, following ".
• Do not lean shoulders, head or neck against the opponent.
• Open contempt, contempt for techniques that follow the principles or the use
of illegal techniques will result in immediate disqualification and suspension
from the tournament event.
• Continuing to avoid contact with the opponent for more than ten (10) seconds
will result in a warning (1 point deduction after the 2nd warning).
Notes on Fouls:
• For each warning, the scorers deduct one point from a competitor's score for
each round.
• Competitors will be disqualified for committing three personal or technical
violations or one serious violation.
• The coach cannot speak to the athletes during the rounds.
• Verbal warning, no points will be deducted; 2nd notice, 1 point will be
deducted.
• Foul, 1 point will be deducted, three fouls will result in automatic
disqualification.
• Committing a serious foul can result in immediate disqualification.
• In any match, the head judge can declare the winner for manifest superiority
when one side has outpaced the other by more than 15 points.
• In any match, the Head Judge may declare the loser when 6 points have been
deducted from a competitor due to warnings / fouls.
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